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Face Verification Problem

Given two images, decide if it is a genuine/imposter pair.

genuine pair imposter pair

Fairness in Face Verification

Chouldechova [1] showed that maximum two of the following three condi ons can be sa sfied:

1. Fairness Calibra on i.e. calibrated fairly for different subgroups:

Px1,x2∼G1(Y = 1 | Ĉ = c) = Px1,x2∼G2(Y = 1 | Ĉ = c) = c

2. Predic ve Equality i.e. equal False Posi ve Rates (FPRs) across different subgroups:

P(x1,x2)∼G1(Ŷ = 1 | Y = 0) = P(x1,x2)∼G2(Ŷ = 1 | Y = 0)

3. Equal Opportunity i.e. equal False Nega ve Rates across different subgroups:

P(x1,x2)∼G1(Ŷ = 0 | Y = 1) = P(x1,x2)∼G2(Ŷ = 0 | Y = 1)

We sa sfy 1. Fairness Calibra on and 2. Predic ve Equality.

Bias in Face Verification

1. No prior method has targeted Fairness Calibra on.

2. Predic ve equality is measured by comparing the FPR on each subgroup at one global FPR:

Figure 1. Predic ve equality for the FaceNet (Webface) model on the RFW dataset. Lines closer together is be er

for fairness. At a Global FPR of 5% using the baseline method Black people are 15X more likely to false match than

white people. Our method reduces this to 1.2X (while SOTA for post-hoc methods is 1.7X).

Baseline Approach

f := a trained neural network that encodes an image x into an embedding z = f (x).

1. Given an image pair (x1, x2): compute the feature embedding pair (z1, z2)

2. Compute the cosine similarity score s(x1, x2) = zT
1 z2

||z1||||z2||
3. Given a predefined threshold sthr : s(x1, x2) > sthr =⇒ genuine pair!

We remove bias by calibra ng pseudo-subgroups from unsuper-

vised clustering. We improve Fairness Calibra on, Predic ve Equal-

ity, and accuracy, without knowing the sensi ve a ribute (group

iden ty such as race, ethnicity, etc.), without any addi onal training.

Goals and RelatedWork

Work on bias mi ga on for deep Face Verifica on models can be divided into two main camps:

(i) methods that let a model learn less-biased representa ons during training, and

(ii) post-processing approaches that a empt to remove bias a er a model is trained.

Our work focus on (ii) post-hoc methods:

Post-Hoc Methods
Fair Predic ve Improves Does not require sensi ve a ribute Does not require

Calibra on Equality accuracy during training at test me addi onal training

AGENDA [3] 8 4 8 8 4 8

PASS [2] 8 4 8 8 4 8

FTC [7] 8 4 8 8 4 8

GST [5] 8 4 4 8 8 4

FSN [8] 8 4 4 4 4 4

Oracle (Ours) [6] 4 4 4 8 8 4

FairCal (Ours) [6] 4 4 4 4 4 4

FairCal: Calibration stage

Let Zcal denote the feature embeddings of a set of face images.

1. Apply K-means algorithm to Zcal, par oning the embedding space into K clusters

Z1, . . . , ZK

2. Form the K calibra on sets of cosine similarity scores:

Scal
k = {s(x1, x2) : f (x1) ∈ Zk or f (x2) ∈ Zk} , k = 1, . . . , K

3. For k = 1, . . . , K es mate the calibra on map µk that calibrates the scores:

µk(s(x1, x2)) = P[Y = 1 | S = s, f (x1) ∈ Zk or f (x2) ∈ Zk]

For FairCal we chose Beta Calibra on [4], but experiments show similar performance with other calibra on methods.

FairCal: Test stage

1. Given an image pair (x1, x2), compute (z1, z2), and the cluster of each image feature: k1 and k2

2. The model’s confidence c in it being a genuine pair is:

c(x1, x2) = θ µk1(s(x1, x2)) + (1 − θ) µk2(s(x1, x2))

where θ =

∣∣∣Scal
k1

∣∣∣∣∣∣Scal
k1

∣∣∣+∣∣∣Scal
k2

∣∣∣ is the rela ve popula on frac on of the two clusters.

3. Given a predefined threshold cthr : c(x1, x2) > cthr =⇒ genuine pair!

f

f

z1

z2

s = zT
1 z2

||z1||||z2||

x1

x2

c > cthr genuine pair

imposter pairc ≤ cthr
k2

k1

c = θµk1(s) + (1 − θ)µk2(s)

Results

Our results show that among post hoc calibra on methods,

1. FairCal has the best Fairness Calibra on.

2. FairCal has the best Predic ve Equality, i.e., equal FPRs.

3. FairCal has the best global accuracy,

4. FairCal does not require the sensi ve a ribute, and outperforms methods that use

this knowledge, including a variant of FairCal that uses the sensi ve a ribute (Oracle).

5. FairCal does not require retraining of the classifier, or any addi onal training.

Unsupervised Clusters

In order to not rely on the sensi ve a ribute like the Oracle method, our FairCal method uses

unsupervised clusters computed with the K-means algorithm based on the feature embeddings

of the images. We found them to have seman c meaning.

Caucasian Blonde Women Indian Men with Moustache

Figure 2. Examples of clusters obtained with the K-means algorithm (K = 100) on the RFW dataset based on the

feature embeddings computed with the FaceNet model.
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